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ANIMAL EYESANIMAL EYES
Christ’s strange & beautiful creations

Check out this web site to better understand

how Jesus made different animals to see:

http://morgana249.blogspot.com/2014/07/10-
examples-of-how-animals-see-images.html
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Western tarsier
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Chameleon

Strepsiptera eyes

Halibut eyes

Damselfly

The eyes of the

chameleon work

independently of

one another. This

reptile can watch

two different things

at the same time.

Strepsiptera are tiny

wasps. The males

have “raspberry-

like” eyes, unique

among all insects.

Each sphere is an

ommatidium.

When a flounder is very young, it has one

eye on each side of its head. As it gets 

older, one eye migrates to the other side.



Down

1. Starfish (sea stars) and                                    have as 

many eyes as they have arms.

2. The                    eyes of a dragonfly are composed of 

thousands of ommatidia.

4. A tuatara has a third eye on top of its          .

5. The ommatidia of an insect’s compound eyes are 

hexagonal; those of a lobster are                    .

8. Many animals have a reflective membrane in the 

back of their eyes known as the                     .

Across

1. Entomologists have discovered that the larva 

of the sunburst diving beetle possesses             eyes.

3. The animal that probably sees the most colors is the 

mantis               .

6. Eagles and vultures can see an         crawling on the 

ground from ten stories high in the sky.

7. NASA is using Christ’s design of the                   eye to 

better detect x-rays in space.

9. The creature with the largest eyes in creation is the 

colossal               .

10. Jesus gave pit vipers the ability to see          .

11. Bees can’t             the color red, but can see UV light.

12. All eyes detect electromagnetic                       .

13. Goldfish can see all the colors of the rainbow, plus 

infrared and       light.

14. “The           of all look to You” (Psalm 145:15a).

CROSSWORD
Th e word s  u sed  in  th e

CROSSWORD a re taken

from the article found in

CREATOR Vol 20 Num 3.

Answers to CROSSWORD found in 

kids’ kreation #82

Down: 1. MILES 3. HORIZONS   4. OMNISCIENCE   

5. NITROGEN   8. COMET   11. SEE

Across:  2. RIGHTEOUSNESS 6. NEPTUNE   7. RUSSIA

8. CHARON   9. MOONS 10. SEVEN   12. CLYDE

Above is a photo of a black bear in the woods at night.
Do you see his glowing eyes (tapetums)?
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Test your skill at identifying

the different animals on

the lower right. (Answers

are below photos.)

1 chameleon 2 elephant 3 toad 4 spider 5 mantis shrimp 6 horsefly 7 parrot 8 frog 9 cat 10 snail 11 gorilla 12 cuttlefish
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